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BALANCING DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION

FOR MIXED FINITE ELEMENTS

LAWRENCE C. COWSAR, JAN MANDEL, AND MARY F. WHEELER

Abstract. The rate of convergence of the Balancing Domain Decomposition

method applied to the mixed finite element discretization of second-order

elliptic equations is analyzed. The Balancing Domain Decomposition method,

introduced recently by Mandel, is a substructuring method that involves at each

iteration the solution of a local problem with Dirichlet data, a local problem with

Neumann data, and a "coarse grid" problem to propagate information globally

and to insure the consistency of the Neumann problems. It is shown that the

condition number grows at worst like the logarithm squared of the ratio of the

subdomain size to the element size, in both two and three dimensions and for

elements of arbitrary order. The bounds are uniform with respect to coefficient

jumps of arbitrary size between subdomains. The key component of our analysis

is the demonstration of an equivalence between the norm induced by the bilinear

form on the interface and the //'/2-norm of an interpolant of the boundary

data. Computational results from a message-passing parallel implementation on

an INTEL-Delta machine demonstrate the scalability properties of the method

and show almost optimal linear observed speed-up for up to 64 processors.

1. Introduction

Balancing Domain Decomposition (BDD), introduced by Mandel in [24], is

the further development of the methods proposed and studied by De Roeck and

Le Tallec [17] based on an earlier work for the case of two subdomains [4]. The

method involves the iterative solution by conjugate gradients of an interface
problem preconditioned by the BDD preconditioner described in Algorithm 1

of §5 of this paper. The BDD algorithm involves at each iteration the solution

of a local problem with Dirichlet data, a local problem with Neumann data,

and a "coarse grid" problem to propagate information globally and to insure

the consistency of the Neumann problems.

In this paper, we analyze the asymptotic convergence rate of the BDD method

for the solution of mixed finite element discretizations of the following scalar,

second-order, elliptic problem for unknown p :

(1.1) -V-AVp = f   ini2,

(1.2) P = g on an.
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We assume that Q. is a polygonal domain Q c IR", « = 2,3, with boundary

d£l. The matrix A is symmetric and uniformly positive definite with bounded,

measurable coefficients. The data / and g are assumed to be sufficiently

regular, e.g., / 6 L2(Q), g e Hi(dQ.). The choices of the polygonal domain
and Dirichlet boundary conditions are for convenience; extensions to other cases

are straightforward.

In mixed finite element approximations to ( 1.1 )-( 1.2) both the scalar variable,

p , and its flux, -AVp , are approximated. Used since the 1950s in their earliest

incarnation as cell-centered finite differences (cf. [31]), mixed finite element

methods continue to be used in industrial problems (e.g. [18]) because of their

inherent mass conservation properties and their high-quality approximation of

both the scalar variable and its flux.
As is well known, the mixed formulation gives rise to a saddle point problem

that is symmetric but indefinite. The BDD method, as well as many other
effective domain decomposition techniques, is best suited for symmetric positive

definite systems. In [22], Glowinski and Wheeler formulated the first domain

decomposition methods for mixed finite elements. The two methods proposed

in [22], denoted "Method I" and "Method II", are both substructuring methods

that lead to symmetric, positive definite bilinear forms involving the unknowns

on the interface.
In this paper, we apply the BDD preconditioner from [24, 25] to the

"Method II" of Glowinski and Wheeler. The role of the subdomain Schur

complement and its pseudoinverse from [24, 25] are played by the appropriate

mixed finite element version of the "Dirichlet to Neumann" and "Neumann

to Dirichlet" maps. Since all the BDD method requires are subroutines

implementing those maps, the details of mixed finite elements and the fact

that the problem is indefinite are hidden from the BDD algorithm itself. The
resulting algorithm can be naturally interpreted as preconditioning "Method II"

by "Method I".
The main theoretical result of this paper is the proof that the condition

number of the preconditioned system grows at worst like 0((1 + log(^))2)

in both two and three dimensions and for elements of any order, where H

is the characteristic subdomain size and h the characteristic mesh size. This

is the same bound demonstrated for the application of the BDD method to

a standard conforming Galerkin finite element method analyzed in [25]. In

essence, the bounds on the condition number presented here work by reducing

the mixed domain decomposed problem to a related conforming problem

and applying the results of [25]. The key component of our analysis is the

demonstration of an equivalence between the norm induced by the bilinear

form on the interface and the Hx/2-norm of an interpolant of the boundary

data. Using similar techniques, Cowsar [15, 14] has obtained an optimal

analysis for the classical overlapping Schwarz methods and results for other

substructuring Schwarz methods applied to a mixed finite element formulation

with interelement multipliers.

The remainder of this paper is divided into six additional sections. In

the next section, we introduce some notations and other preliminaries. For

completeness, we discuss the mixed finite element method in §3. Readers

familiar with the interelement multiplier formulation of the mixed method
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can simply skim this section to set some notation. In the fourth section, we

formulate the equivalent problem in terms of the dual variables and analyze the

resulting quadratic form. The dual problem is reduced to an interface problem

in §5 and the BDD preconditioner is introduced. In §6, the bound on the

condition number is derived. The paper concludes with some numerical results

from a distributed memory message-passing implementation of the algorithm

on the INTEL-Delta parallel computer, which confirm the theoretical bound

and investigate the algorithm's parallel performance.

2. Notation and preliminaries

Let 77~ be a quasi-regular "triangulation" of Q with characteristic mesh

parameter h. The elements of 7T are not limited to triangles (tetrahedra in

3-D), but may, more generally, include various types of convex polygons. Let

the domain Í2 be subdivided into nonoverlapping subdomains Çïx,... ,Slk,

each of which is the union of elements of 7T. We assume the subdomains Í2,

are of diameter 0(H) and shape regular; that is, there exist bijections F¡ from

a reference domain of diameter 0(1) (e.g., a square in 2D or a cube in 3D)

onto Í2, with the Jacobian DF¡ satisfying the following estimates uniformly in

x :

(2.1) \\DFi(x)\\<CH,        \\DF-\x)\\<CH-x.

Here, and throughout this paper, C will denote a generic constant not

necessarily the same from line to line, but always independent of mesh
parameters h and H.

We decompose the tensor A in ( 1.1 ) as

(2.2) A(x) = a(x)A(x),

where a is a positive function that is piecewise constant on each subdomain

with value a, on Q,. The uniform positivity of A then implies the existence

of constants C\ , C2 > 0 such that the following bounds hold:

(2.3) Cxa£TÇ < ÇTA(x)Ç < C2a¿TC   V£ e R\ V* € £2,.

Let dx denote the standard Lebesgue «-dimensional measure and ds the

(n - 1) -dimensional surface measure. For a bounded open set to ç IR" , let \co\

denote the measure of the set, and L2(co), (L2(co))" , Hs(a>), (Hs(co))n denote

the standard Sobolev spaces of real-valued functions defined on to. (See, e.g.,

[1, 23]). Likewise, let L2(dco) and Hs(dco) denote the usual Sobolev spaces

defined on dto. Let H(&j;div) be the subspace of {L2(oj))n of functions with

divergences in L2(to), i.e.,

H(w; div) = {v g (L2(to))n | V-v e L2(to)}.

Define the scaled Sobolev norms

(2.4)

IMIi.n, = Mi.n, + TTïINo.n, >    II"II 1/2,0«, = I«.?/*.** + -nM\o.oa,.
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where

IMIo.n,■= /  \u(x)\2dx,    IMIo.an^ /    \u(s)\2ds,

!<«,= /   \V"{x)\2dx,    \u\2x/2<da¡= [     í    lUÍ¡]-"{s)l2dtds.
Ja¡ Jan, Jan¡      I ' -s \

We need to define local subspaces derived from a parent space. In general,

having defined a parent space of functions 37 (ÇÏ) and a set to c Q, we will

adopt the notation 37(co) for the restriction of 37(£1) to co, i.e.,

37((û) = {<l>x<a\<t>ea7(Çl)}.

We say that two quadratic forms Sx and S2 with the same domain 3¡ are

equivalent if there exist constants c, C > 0 such that

ctfi (0,0) < if2(0. 4>)<C3\ (<P,(j>),    V<j>e3f,

and write

In what follows, the constants that appear in the equivalences are independent

of h, H and a¡, but may depend on the constants in (2.3), (2.1), the degree

of the mixed finite elements, and the regularity of the triangulation.

3. Mixed and interelement multiplier formulation

In this section, we formulate the mixed finite element approximation

for (1.1)—(1.2) and an equivalent hybrid form by introducing interelement

multipliers. To that end, we note that we may rewrite (1.1) as the first-order

system

(3.1) yi-'u + Vp^O   inQ,

(3.2) V-u = /   inQ.

Multiplying by appropriate test functions, integrating (3.1) by parts and using

the boundary condition (1.2), we arrive at the following weak form: Find

u e H(fi; div) and p e L2(Cl) such that

(3.3)

/ A~lu-\dx - / pV-\dx = - /    gy-vds   Vv e H(Q; div),
Jci Jn Jda

(3.4) / V-uu; dx = f fw dx   Vu; G L2(Q).
Jíi Ja

Let VA(Q) and Wn(Çï) be finite-dimensional subspaces of H(£2;div) and

L2(Çl), respectively, defined on the triangulation 7T. By the mixed finite

element approximation to (3.3)-(3.4), we mean the pair {uh,ph} e VÄ(Q) x
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Wh(Sl) satisfying

(3.5)

A~xuh-\dx-     phV-\dx = -       gy-uds   VveVÄ(Q),
Ja Ja Jaa

(3.6) / V-unw dx= f fw dx   Ww G Wh(Sl).
Ja Ja

For (3.5)-(3.6) tobe well posed, the spaces VA(£2) and Wn(Sl) cannot be cho-

sen independently. A well-known sufficiency condition is the Ladyzhenskaya-

Babuska-Brezzi inf-sup condition [8]. There are many mixed finite element

spaces defined in the literature for both two and three dimensions that satisfy

this condition. These include the Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec spaces [28, 27], the

BDM spaces [11, 9], and the BDFM spaces [10]. The analysis presented in the

subsequent sections shall be applicable to all of these spaces.

The mixed finite element spaces listed above admit an element-wise

construction. In particular, they may be defined by two fixed finite-dimensional

spaces Wh(x) c L2(x) and \n(x) c H(f ; div) on a fixed reference element x

and a family of bijective affine maps to the elements in the triangulation 7T,

{Fx = bT + Bxx:x^x,xe7T},

in the following way. Let

yVh(x) = {p\p=poF7x,peWh(x)},

\h(x) = {y\y = \dtXBx\-xB,yoF7x,y&yh(x)},

and set

Wh(Q) = 0 Wh(x),        V-'(Q) = 0 Va(t).

Let \f, (Si) be the subset of \~7 ' (SI) composed of functions such that the normal

component is continuous across the boundaries of elements. The continuity

of the normal component and the fact that \„(x) c H(t; div) insure that
VÄ(Q)cH(Q;div).

Recall that the above referenced spaces also have the property that

div(VA(fl)) Ç Wh(Sl).

Also for each of these mixed finite element spaces, there exists a projection

Ylh : H(Q; div) n {y-uT € L2(dx), x € 7T] -> \h(Sl)

that satisfies, among other properties, that for every x G 7T and edge (face in

3-D) e¡ of the boundary of x

(3.7) [ (nAu-n)-i/Tv-i/Trfj = 0   VvgVa(t),
Je,

(3.8) [v'(Ylnvi-n)qdx = 0   VqeWh(x).
Jt

In the presentation of the algorithm and its subsequent analysis, it will be

convenient to present an equivalent form of the mixed problem by introducing

Lagrange multipliers to enforce the continuity of the normal component of u
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between elements. As in [22], an implementation needs to use the interelement

multipliers only on the interfaces of the subdomains, where they play the role

of the trace of p . Let AA(Q) be the space of traces of the normal component

of the flux on the element boundaries; that is,

AA(Q)= \J{yuT\ye\h(x)}.

For g G L2(dSÏ), let Ajj(Q) be the subset of all functions from Ah(Si) which
attain the boundary value g on dSi in a weak sense,

Af (Si) = {a g Ah(Si) | y  (A -g)pds = 0,Vp€ AÄ(Q)} .

The mixed problem (3.5)—(3.6) may be reformulated as finding the triple

{uh,ph,Xh}e\Il(Sl)xWn(Q)xAgh(Q)

satisfying for all {v, q, p} e V^Q) x Wh(Si) x A°h(Si) the equations

(3-9) Zr€AJxA~i»h-vdx-jrphV-ydx + ldT?.hyvTds) = 0,

(3.10) T,xer-Sr<lV'»hdx = -jafqdx,

(3.11) J2re.rlar^h-^ds = 0.

The additional function kh admits a simple and important interpretation. If

we consider the constitutive relationship (3.1 ) on a single element x, then, after

multiplying by a test function and integrating by parts, we find that

(3.12) A~xu-vdx-    pV-vdx+ /  py-vxds = 0.
Jx Jr Jar

Comparing this with (3.9), we see that kn is naturally interpreted as an

approximation to the trace of p on the boundaries of the elements.

Note that (3.11) imposes the continuity condition on the normal component

of the flux that guarantees that u/, is in \„(Sl). The equivalence of (3.9)-

(3.11) and (3.5)—(3.6) follows essentially from this fact. See [2] for a proof of

the equivalence and more information concerning this interelement multiplier

formulation.

4. The dual problem

Henceforth, we shall only be concerned with the solution of the finite-

dimensional problem (3.9)—(3.11) and will consequently drop the subscript h

from nn , p¡, and kn . We parameterize the space lVh(Si) elementwise by

using a local nodal basis with nodes in the interior of elements. Likewise,

we parameterize Ah(Si) by a nodal basis defined on the edges (faces) of

elements of the triangulation.   We denote the discrete space of nodal values
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of Wh(Si) x AA(Q) by 3°(Sl). Because of (3.12), &>(Q) has the natural
interpretation as the space of values of the scalar variable p on all nodes, in

the interior as well as on the edges (faces in 3D) of the elements. Since 7?(Si)

is isomorphic to Wh(Si) x Ah(Si) by construction, we may write (by abuse of

notation) p = [p, k], and consider [p, A] elements of 7P(SX).

In a variational framework, one may eliminate the flux variable u in (3.9)-

(3.11) by introducing a discretization of the flux operator AV denoted

VAh:Wh(Si)xAh(Si)^\-\Si),

and defined by

(4.1)

£ ¡A'xVAh[q,p]-ydx=Y^(- ÍQV-ydx+ Í pyvxds)   WeV^'(Q).

Since \Zl(Si) is the direct sum of spaces defined on each element, we note

that (4.1) holds element by element. Hence, VA[q, p] is defined elementwise

in terms of the values of q and p restricted to x. Therefore, by an abuse of

notation, we may consider Va as a map from Wh(to) x Ah(to) into \^x(co)

for any set to cSi which is the union of elements of ¡T.

Let

da([p,k],[q,p]) = J2 IA-xVA[p,k]-VAh[q,p]dx.

More generally, by recognizing the element-by-element nature of da(-, •),

define

dœ([p,k],[q,p])=      £       iA-xVA\p,k]-VA[q,p]dx

t<í:7 , iCíú   '

for (s c il composed of elements of the triangulation 7T. A problem

equivalent to (3.9)—(3.11) is finding the pair

[p, k] € Wh(Si) x A8h(Si)

satisfying

(4.2) dQ(\p,k],[g,p])= [ fqdx   Vfo, p) G Wh(Si) x A°(Q).
Ja

The flux may be recovered by u = -VA[p, A]. The bilinear form da(-, •) is

obviously positive semidefinite. The strict positivity is a simple corollary to

Theorem 4.1 below. A detailed discussion is given for the case of the Raviart-

Thomas elements in [2] and [7].

The following theorem is the main result of this section. It spells out the key

observation that the quadratic form dm(p, p) is equivalent to a discretization of

the form Jw a\Vp\2 dx , which will allow us to use the theory for the conforming

case with only a few changes.
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Theorem 4.1. Let p = [p, A] G   Wn(œ) x An(œ) for to ç Si  composed of

elements of the triangulation ET, and aT = a\T ;  then

(4.3) dw(p,p)^     ¿2     <*tMl-2,H    £    (Pr(ni)-pAnj))2
xd3~, rCai nodes :

n¡, n¡ € t

with constants independent of h, a, and \to\.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is a direct consequence of the following two

lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. The kernel of dT(-, •) consists of the constant functions on x, i.e.,

(4.4) dT([p,k],[q,p)) = 0   V[q,p]eWh(x)xAh(x),

if, and only if [p, A] has the same values on all nodes of x.

Proof. We first check that if [p, k] is some constant K on x, then it is in the

kernel of dT(-, •). Letting v = Va[q, p] e Va(t) , we see that

(4.5) dT([p,k], [q,p]) = JA-xVA[p,k]-ydx

= -    pV'vdx+ /   Av-z/T
Jx Jdx

= K\-    V-ydx+      v-uds   ,

which is zero by the Divergence Theorem.

To prove the converse, let [p, A] e Wn(x) x Aa(t) be such that

(4.6) dT([p,k],[q,p]) = 0   V[q , p] e Wh(x) x Ah(x).

It is enough to show that [p, k] is zero if it is orthogonal to constants, i.e.,

(4.7) f Kpdx+ [ Kkds = 0   VK G IR.
Jx Jdx

By (4.6),

/
A-xVA\p,k]-VA[p,k]dx = 0;

and hence,

(4.8) V¿[p,A] = 0.

Since (4.7) holds, there exists a solution d> (unique up to a constant) satisfying

the following Neumann problem:

(4.9) -A<f> = p   int,

(4.10) V<p-v = k   on at.
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Setting v = nAV</3 and using properties (3.7) and (3.8), we see that v g V/,(t)

with V-v = -p and y-uT = k. Hence, using v in (4.1) with (4.8), we have

(4.11) 0 = - [pV-ydx+ ( ky-vxds= [p2dx+ f k2ds;
Jx Jdx Jx Jdx

therefore, [p, k] is zero.   D

The proof of the following lemma was suggested by Joseph Pasciak.

Lemma 4.3. Let p — [p, k] £ Wf,(x) x A/,(x) and ax = Q|r ;  then

(4.12) dx(p,p)~ax\x\x-2/"    Yl   (P(n.) -P(nj))2,
nodes :

with constants independent of the mesh parameter h and ar.

Proof. Let x denote the reference element, Wh(x) and VA(f) the reference

spaces, and FT(x) = bT + BTx the affine map mapping f onto x introduced in

§3. For [q, p] G Wh(x) x Ah(x), define Vh[q, p] G VA(f) by

(4.13) Vh[q,p]-ydx = -    qV-ydx+      py-u^ds   VvgVa(t).
Jx Jx Jdx

Using Lemma 4.2, one has

(4.14) Jvh[q,p]-Vh[q,p]dx~     ]T    ([q, ?](«,) - [q , p]("j))2,
T nodes :

n,, »j £ i

since both quadratic forms induce norms on W„(x) x An(x) modulo constant

functions with equivalence constants depending only on the reference element

and choice of mixed finite element space.

Letting  Jx  =  |detßT|,   define the following functions on the reference
element:

p=poF,        k = koF,     i = (JxB7xVA[p,k])°F,     A = AoF.

Under this change of variables for the mixed finite element spaces (cf. [30, 12]),
we have ï6Vj(f) satisfying

(4.15) [ ^-BTÀ-xBrù-y'dx = - [pV-vdx+ [ ~ky-vxds   WgV^t),
Jx Jx Jx Jdx

and

(4.16) dx(p,p) = JA-xVA[p,k]-VAh[p,k]dx = JjBTA-xBtù-ùdx.

Comparing (4.13) and (4.15), we see that

I\-B[Ä-{Bxn'ydx= fvh\p,k]-ydx   WeVè(i);
Jx Jx Jx

hence,
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(4.17) j jB{A-xBxñ-ñdx <C2axJx\\B7x\\2 J Vh\p,ï]-Vh\p,~k]dx,

(4.18) / jB'TÀ-xBxù -ùdx> CxaTJx\\Bx\\-2 / VÄ[p, À] • VA[p, k]dx ,

where Ci and C2 are defined in (2.3).

The proof of the lemma is completed by using (4.14), (4.16), (4.17), (4.18),
and the following estimates, which hold uniformly for x e 7T, owing to the

regularity of the mesh (cf. [13]):

/t = |t|/|f|,     \\Bx\\<C\x\x/",     \\B7x\\<C\x\-x/".   u

5. Balancing domain decomposition

In this section, we reduce the dual problem (4.2) to a problem in terms of the

variables on the subdomain boundaries using a standard nonoverlapping domain

decomposition technique. We then consider the BDD method applied to this

problem on the interfaces. That is, we study the iterative solution by conjugate

gradients of the reduced problem preconditioned with the BDD preconditioner

defined by Algorithm 1 below.

5.1. Reduction to an interface problem. We will need some additional notation

related to the spaces of functions defined on the interfaces. With the domain

Q partitioned into nonoverlapping subdomains Q,, we let J2" denote the set

of internal interfaces
k

s = \JdSij\dSi.
i=i

Let A„(dSi¡) denote the degrees of freedom associated with dSl¡ \ dSi, and let

Ah(^f) denote all the degrees of freedom on the subdomain interfaces. Define

mappings N¡ : Ah(dSi¡) —> An(^) by extension by zero, i.e., for A, G An(dSl¡),

define N¡kj e A(,(/) by

(5.1) AM,W = (Í'W   ifra""
v     ; v   '     \0 otherwise.

Note that its adjoint N[ : Ah(^) -» A„(dSli) is defined by Nfk - A^n^n .
Define bilinear forms s, : A/,(<9Í2,) x A„(dSÍ¡) -» IR and corresponding linear

maps Si : Ah{dSii) - Ah(dSi¡) by

(5.2) Si(k¡, in) = / (Sjkj)ßi ds = rfn,(Pi(Ai) - Pi(Pi)),
Joa,\aa

where p¡(k,) e rVh(Si,) x Ah(Si¡) satisfies

(5.3) P,(ki)=k,   on dSii\dSi,

(5.4) p,(A,) = 0   on OSiiOdSi,

(5.5) da,(Pi(h), Qt) = 0   V§i- G ̂ (Q,) x A°h(Si,).
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Define the bilinear form s : Ah(J7) x Ah(S) —* IR and linear map S :

A„(S)^Ah(S) by

k k

(5.6) s(k,p) = Y,s>(NiTk,Nfp),        S^TNiSiNf.
(=1 ;=1

The method of this paper solves a reduced problem Sk = g corresponding

to the interface unknowns which, in variational form, may be written

(5.7) s(k,p) = G(p).

The right-hand side is defined by

(5.8) G(p)=    J2    do.Œi.PtiNfft)),
i=i,... ,k

with Pi(Nfp) defined as in (5.3)—(5.5) and p, satisfying

(5.9) p, = 0   ondSii\dSi,

(5.10) P, = g   ondSijDdSi,

(5.11)

da,(Pi, [Qi, fin) = [ fQidx   V[fc, Pi] G Wh(Sit) x A°h(Sii).
Ja¡

The solution to the original problem is recovered by setting

[P, ¿]\a, = Pii^i) +Pj,       u = -VA[p, A].

The interface bilinear form s is symmetric and positive definite, cf. [16]. In

fact, 5 defined in (5.6) is nothing moré than the Schur complement of the

unknowns A^J2") in the matrix corresponding to the bilinear form d .

The maps S¡ are more easily evaluated by realizing that they are evaluation of

the "Dirichlet-to-Neumann maps" for the mixed finite element method [22, 16]

defined by

(5.12) S¡kj = -U/-I/,

where {u,, p,} G \f¡(SÍ¡) x Wh(Si7j solves the Dirichlet problem

(5.13)

/   A~xu¿-ydx-      p¡V-ydx = - k¡y-uds   VvgV/!(Q,),
Ja¡ Ja/ Jda¡\da

(5.14) / V-U/tf = 0   VqeWh(Si,).
Ja¡

In the algorithm presented below, we will also need to solve problems of the

form S¡k¡ = r¿, or, in variational form,

(5.15) s¡(ki, pi) = - r¡pi ds   Vpi G Ah(dSii).
Jaa¡\aa

These correspond to evaluations of the "Neumann-to-Dirichlet maps" r¡ i-> A,,

which we implement by first solving the following Neumann problem for
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{u,, p,} G VA(Q;) x Wh(Sii) such that

(5.16) uru = ri   on dSi¡\dSi,

(5.17) / V-utf = 0   VqelVh(Sii),
Ja¡

/   A~xUi -ydx -      p,V-V(3?x = 0
(5.18) Ja, Ja,

Vv g yh(Sii)n{y-u = 0 on dSi¡ n dSÏ),

and then defining A, G A/,(9Í2,-) by

(5.19) / k,p,ds = -¡   A~x\¡i-vdx+      p¡V-ydx,
Jaa^aa Ja, Ja,

where v is any element in \n(Si¡) such that y-v = p,. See [22] for details.

5.2. The BDD preconditioner. The BDD preconditioner for (5.7) makes use

of a collection of weighting maps D¡ that form a decomposition of unity on

Ah(S),i.e.,

k

YJNlDlNfk = k   VAgAa(^).
i=i

Additionally, it uses spaces Z, c A/,(dSlj) such that

(5.20) Kate) = R € A*(ôO,) | 5,R, /*,) = 0 Vp, g A^dQ,)} Q Z,,

For the scalar second-order elliptic problems we consider in this paper, Ker(s,)

is empty if there is Dirichlet data imposed on any part of dSi, n dSi ; otherwise
it is the set of functions that are constant on dSi¡. We note, however, that

Z, may be any superset of the kernel. From the Z,'s, define a "coarse space"

A„(J?) by

(5.21) AHL7) = {k G Ah(S) | A = £#,£,£,  C« € Z}.
/=i

We say that p G A/^J2") is balanced if p is orthogonal to Ah(J) ; that is,

(5.22) / ppHds = 0,    Mp„eAH(S).
Jj

The process of replacing an unbalanced p by a balanced pbal = p -

SpH, Ph £ Afí(^f) will be called "balancing". Note that p// may be
determined by solving a problem over the "coarse space" Ah(J^) ,

(5.23) s(pH,ptl) = I   ppuds   Vp// G AU(S).

The action of the BDD preconditioner A/ba| is defined by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 (BDD Preconditioner). Given p G An(S), compute M^Jp as

follows. Balance the original residual p, i.e., let pu G A¡¡(S) be the solution
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to

(5.24) s(ph,Ph) = i   PPnds   V(iH G AH(J)
Jj?

and set

(5.25) pbal = p - Sp„.

Find any solutions A, G AA(9Q,-) for each of the local problems

(5.26) Si(ki, pi) = [ DfNfp^p, ds   Vp, G Ah(dSii),
Jaa,\aa

and set

(5.27) A=    Y,    N'D¿<-
1=1,... ,/c

Balance the auxiliary problems by solving

(5.28) s(kH,pH)=      ppHds-s(k, pH)   Vp// G AH(<7).
Js

Set Afbal'p = A + A//.   G

In practice, the residual of the initial approximation should be balanced first

as in (5.28); then the first balancing step (5.24) in every iteration can be omitted

since the residual p received from the conjugate gradients algorithm is already

balanced.
In [24], it was proven that Algorithm 1 implements a well-defined operator

that is symmetric and positive definite. The following abstract bound on the

condition number of the preconditioned system follows from the proof of

Theorem 3.2 in [24]. (The statement of the theorem in [24] is correct only

in the case Z, = Ker(s,-).)

Theorem 5.1. The map M^J  : An(^f) —► A/^J*")  defined in Algorithm 1 is
symmetric, positive definite and is such that

cond(Mba,, S) = Arnax(Mb"al15')/Amin(A/b;1l5) < k ,

where

r zU sj iNI £?-» N'D'X>. NJ e£.i NtDiX)
(5.29) k = s\xo{—-^-7-'-

\ Z=xSi(X,,Xi)

Xi&Ah(dSi,);   f A,C,^ = 0,VC,GKer(j,);
Jaa,\aa

5,(A,,c,) = o,vc,gZ

The following lemma is a simple consequence of Theorem 3.3 in [25].

]
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Lemma 5.2. For subdomain Si¡, define the weighting map D¡ as multiplication

by edgewise (facewise in 3-D) constants,

(Dik,)(x) =     Q/    ki(x),        x G dSii n dSij,
a i + a.)

and assume that there exists a number R so that

(5.30) —s^NfNiXi, NfNiki) <-R s,(k,, h)

for all i, j = 1, ... , k and all A, g Aa(9Q,) such that ¡QQ^Q^kiÇids = 0,

VÇ, G Ker(s,), and s¡(k¡, Ç,) = 0, V£, G Z¡. Then there exists a constant C not

dependent on h, H or R, so that k in Theorem 5.1 satisfies the bound

k<C R.

6. Derivation of the condition number estimate

For a subset to c Si composed of elements of ST, we will continue to

associate with the pair [p, A] G Wn(to) x Af¡(co) a function p e a3(to) defined

at the nodal points of the mixed finite element discretization. In particular, for

a node «, of x c to,

~,    )=ÍA(«,)    if«, GOT,

lp(«,)   otherwise.

In Theorem 4.1 of §4, we have shown that the mixed finite element

discretization of (1.1)—( 1.2) over a region Si¡ gives rise to a quadratic form

equivalent to

€a,{P,P) = *i     £      III1-2/"     £    (p(«,)-p(«,))2.

x£9~, TCÍ2, nodes :
n¡, nj € T

In this section, we will use this fact to show that

s¿(X¡, A,) ~ a¡\Ih '■^■ili/2,ani »

where I^a> is an interpolation operator defined below. Exploiting this

equivalence, we will derive a bound on the condition number of the interface

problem preconditioned by the BDD preconditioner similarly as in [25]. The

key ingredient in both the definition of the interpolation operator and the

subsequent proof of the equivalence is to relate the mixed finite element

discretization to a conforming approximation on a related mesh.

6.1. A conforming equivalence. Given an element ie7, let 7TX be a quasi-

regular subtriangulation of x such that the vertices of the subtriangulation
include the vertices of x and the nodal points in x pertaining to the degrees

of freedom of Wh(x) x An(x). Note that such a subtriangulation need only

be constructed on the reference element x and then may be mapped to the

individual elements. Several examples are given in Figures 1 and 2.

It will be useful to partition the vertices into two sets. A vertex of 7TX will

be called primary if it was a nodal point of x.  Otherwise, we shall call the
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Primary Vertex
Secondary Vertex
Original Edge
New Edge

Raviart-Thomas

Lowest Order

Brezzi-Douglas-Marini

Lowest Order

Figure 1. Examples of subtriangulations of two commonly

used elements

• Primary Vertex

O Secondary Vertex

- Original Edge

- - - New Edge

Figure 2. Partial subtriangulation of the lowest-order Raviart-

Thomas-Nedelec elements

vertex secondary.  The union of such subtriangulations gives rise to a refined

triangulation of Si which we denote by

r= yjTTx.
x€F

Using standard terminology, we will say that two vertices of the triangulation

7T are adjacent if there exists an edge of 7T connecting the vertices.

Let Un (Si) be the space of continuous piecewise linear functions subordinate

to the triangulation 7T. For a subdomain Si¡ define Un(Sl¡) and U/,(dSli) by
restriction, i.e.,

Uh(Sii) = {ö,Qi | u G Uh(Si)},    Uh(dSii) = {um | u G Uh(Si)}.

Note that the functions in Un(Sl¡) are naturally parameterized by the values

they attain at the vertices. We may define a mapping /"' into Uh(Si¡) for any
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function <p defined at the primary vertices contained in Q, by

<f>(x), if x is a primary vertex;

the average of all adjacent primary vertices on the

boundary of Si¡, if x is a secondary vertex on the

boundary;
<

the average of all adjacent primary vertices, if x is a

secondary vertex in the interior of Q,;

the linear extension of vertex values, if x is not a vertex of 77~.

Since /"' is defined for any function defined at primary vertices, by an abuse

of notation, we may understand /"' as a map from Wn(Sl¡) x Ah(Sl¡) into

U„(Sl¡), a map from 7? (SIT) into U„(Si¡), and a map from Un(Si¡) into

Un(Si,).
Let Idha' be the mapping into Uh(dSi¡) for functions defined on the primary

vertices contained on the boundary of Si¡, by I%a'X = (I^'p)\da, where p is

any element of 7? (SIT) such that P|aii. = A. This map is well defined since

the boundary values of elements in /"'p depend only on the values of p

at the primary vertices on the boundary. Finally, let Dh(Si¿) c U„(Sli) and

Üh(dSi¡) c Uh(dSij) be the range of /"' and Idha', respectively; that is,

Dh(Si,) = {¥ = rf-4>, <f> e Uh(Si,)},     Vh(dSli) = [v\da,W 6 Ùh(Sii)}.

Recall that for 4> e Uh(Si¡),

(6.2) |^|2,n, ~    J2     ^~2/"    £   (<Kvi)-<Kvj))2.
xe.r . xca, vertices :

",. Vj € x

(6-3) Wo.n,-    _£     lTl   £   WO2-
TÇ..T, xca,       vertices:

i»i 6 x

Using these equivalences, we now show that the /"-projection is stable in
Hx(Sii).

Lemma 6.1. There exists a constant C > 0 independent of h and |Q,| such

that

(6.4) |/"'0|i.n, <C|0|,,n,    V0G[/A(Q,),

(6.5) l|/"'0llo,n, < Callen,   V0gí/a(Q,).
Proo/ We first consider the stability of the //'-seminorm. Differences involving

a secondary vertex and adjacent primary vertices can be bounded from

differences involving the adjacent primary vertices as follows.   If i>„+i   is a

(6.1)

/>(*)
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secondary vertex with adjacent primary vertices  vx, ... ,v„, and denoting

4>j = 4>(Vj), then

(0„+,-</>,)2=(^%^-0,

(6.6)

£ !>/-*.■)<

7=1

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Since there is some maximum fixed number

of secondary points per element, (6.4) now follows from (6.2). The stability

in the L2-norm is proven similarly using (6.3) and the inequality 4>2n+x <

„ Y11=x H > proved analogously to (6.6).   D

6.2. Technical preliminaries. In this section two technical lemmas are proven

that play an important role in the proof of the condition number bound.

Lemma 6.2 demonstrates the equivalence between the //'-norm of the discrete

harmonic extension in the space U„(S1¡) and the Hx/2-norm of the boundary

values. Similar results for the conforming space U„(SÍ¡) are well known;

see [5, 33], or [25]. A separate proof is required here since, in general,

Üh(Sii) ¿ Uh(Sii).

Lemma 6.2. For </>G Üh(dSl¡),

(6.7) inf     Uh,a,^Hh/2,aa,,
<t> € uh(aÂ)

<t>\an = 4>

(6.8) inf    \(t>\\,a,-\4>\\i2,aa,-
<t> 6 Uh(ttj)

<¡>\oa = <t>

Proof. By the standard Trace Theorem (see e.g. [26]), there exists a C > 0 such

that

(6.9) Wh,2.eal<CWh.at   V0 g Hx(Si,), with 4>\BQi.= I

Therefore, it is now enough to show that there exists a C > 0 such that for all

tj> G Uf,(dSij), there exists an extension cf>E G Uf,(Sl¡) satisfying 4>fda¡ = 4> and

(6.10) H^lli.n, <C||í||1/2,ani.

By the extension theorem of Widlund [32], there exists a C > 0 independent

of $ and (j> G U„(Slj) satisfying 0|yii/ = cp and

(6.11) Uh,a,<CÛ\U/2,oa,.

Taking 4>E = I^'4> and using the //'-stability of /"' proven in Lemma 6.1, we

have that

(6.12) II^IIi.o^CIMIlo,

< C||0||i/2,aii, »

which proves (6.7).
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The equivalence of the seminorms follows from (6.7) and the equivalence

of the Hx(Sij)-norm to the /7'(Q,)-seminorm and the //J(9Q,)-norm to the

Z/i(dQ,)-seminorm on the spaces Hx(Si¡) n {¡dn tj>ds - 0} and H^(dSi¡) n

ilaa fids = 0} , respectively, cf. [25].   □

Lemma 6.3. There exists a constant C > 0 independent of h and |Q,| such

that

(6.13) ||/f ^||,/2,an( < CÛ\U,2,oai   WeUh(dSii).

Proof. Let 0 G Un(Sli) such that (f>\aa¡ — tf>. By the standard Trace Theorem

and Lemma 6.1, we have

\\lt*ñi/2,aat<C\\IÍ't\\l,Qt£CMi.Qt-

The proof is completed by taking the infimum over the set of </> G Uh(Si¡) such

that tj>\Qçi. = 4> since for </> £ Uh(dSi¡),

inf     llalli,£2, - \\<j>h/2,da,;
4> 6 fA(li,)

see [32].   D

The following lemma is essentially Lemma 4.3 of [6] except that the support

of 4>j is not wholly contained in dSi¡ n dSij but rather in a region overlapping

neighboring faces of dSi¡ by 0(h).

Lemma 6.4. Let </>, g Ü„(dSli), and define 4>j € Üh(dSij) by

<pj = lt%,    where   tp = /*   onßSi^dSi,,
vi      h   v, \0    ondSij\dSii.

Then there exists a C > 0 independent of H and h such that

(6.14) WHWß.aa, < C(l + log(H/h))2||0,||2/2,dn.

Proof. By Lemma 4.3 of [6], we have

ll^llî/2,aoy<C,(l+tog(A/A))2||^||î/2idQ(.

By Lemma 6.3,

\\<t>j\\2,2,enj = llí°VIIÍ/2,*o, < C\\4\\2i/2i9Qj,

and so the lemma is proven.   D

6.3. Condition number bound. The following theorem states the equivalence

of the discrete seminorm defined by s¡ and the //î(9i2,)-seminorm of the

boundary interpolant. A similar relation for the conforming spaces (without

the need of an auxiliary interpolant) is the cornerstone of most substructuring

domain decomposition theories; see, e.g., [5, 33].
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Theorem 6.5. There exist constants c, C > 0 independent of h, H and a¡

such that for all A, G A/,(9Q,)

(6.15) o^l/fHl^.an, < *R, A,) < a,C|/fa'A,|2/2,ai2i.
Proof. By a direct computation using definition (5.2),

(6.16) Sj(Xi, A,) =     inf    </fl (p, p).

P|an,- = ■*;

By Theorem 4.1 and (6.2),

(6.17) ^(p^i-o/l/fpl2^,

where we bound terms involving secondary vertices as in the proof of Lemma 6.1

and terms involving the differences of primary vertices of x e 7T by the sum of

differences of nodes in TTx ■ The lemma follows by taking the infimum of (6.17)

over P|a£î; = A, and using Lemma 6.2, since

(6.18) Si(ki,k¡)=     inf    düi(p,p)

P\an, = h

~     inf    Q,|/P'p|? o

P\aa¡ = Ai

~        I70ÍÍ, 1   |2 r-,
— anyÄ    A'li/2,an-    u

Using the equivalence in the previous theorem, we may now prove a bound

on the condition number of the preconditioned system.

Theorem 6.6. The interface operator S preconditioned by the BDD precondi-

tioner A/bai defined in Algorithm 1 has a condition number k satisfying the

bound

(6.19) /c<C(l+log(/7/«))2

in both two and three dimensions with the constant C independent of h , H and

a¡.

Proof. For our mixed spaces, there are no vertex degrees of freedom in two

dimensions and no vertex or edge degrees of freedom in three dimensions.

Hence, Nj~N¡ = 0 unless Si¡ and Sij share an edge in two dimensions or a

face in three dimensions. For A, G Ah(dSi¡), NjN¡k, G A„(dSlj) is defined by

(ATJWM-ii*0  if"an'nan"
' 10 otherwise.

By Theorem 6.5, we have

(6.20) s¡{NJN,Xi, NJNiXi) < ajC\I°ha'(N]>R)|2/2,an/

Using Lemma 6.4, we see that

(6.21) \ltaj^Iff,Xi)\2i,2,oaj < C(l +log(///«))2||/^A,||2/2,,,n/
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Hence, with another application of Theorem 6.5 and using the fact that

llMlli/2,öiij < C|w|i/2>an for all u orthogonal to Z¡■, cf. [25], we conclude
that

(6.22) Sj(NfNik,, NTNtki) < C^( 1 + log(H/h))2s,(ki, A,).

The proof is completed by appealing to the bound in Lemma 5.2.   D

7. Numerical experiments

In this section we describe several numerical examples obtained using both

a sequential and a parallel implementation of the BDD algorithm described in

§5.2. The sequential implementation used the FORTRAN 77 code bdd available
from MGNET by anonymous ftp to casper.cs.yale.edu in the directory

/mgnet/jmandel. The code invokes user-supplied subroutines that implement

the matrix-vector multiplications Sjk¡ and solution of the possibly singular
systems S¡X¡ = r,. These subroutines were implemented by solving appropriate

mixed problems in subdomains, cf. §5.1 of this paper.

The parallel implementation was written using the distributed memory,
message-passing paradigm. The message-passing was implemented in PICL

[19] to provide some degree of portability among message-passing architectures.

The timing results presented here are from runs on the INTEL-Delta machine

located at Caltech. In both the sequential and parallel implementations, existing

sequential code was used to solve the elliptic problems on the subdomains.

In three experiments we consider the solution of the following elliptic

problem on the domain Si c IR3 with boundary dSi = dSiD U dSiN :

(7.1) -V-a(x)Vp = f   in Si,

(7.2) P = gD   ondSiD,

(7.3) -Vp-v = gN    ondSiN.

Equations (7.1)—(7.3) were discretized using finite differences which is the

lowest-order Raviart-Thomas-Nedelec space defined on rectangular solids in
3D with quadrature [3i]. In all of our experiments, the mesh spacing in each

coordinate direction was uniform and the spaces Z, in (5.20) were chosen

as the constant functions on dSi¿ regardless of external boundary conditions.

The initial guess of the solution was zero and iterations were continued until

a reduction of 10-6 was achieved in the /2-norm of the relative residual.

The estimates of condition number were obtained by exploiting the similarity

between conjugate gradients and Lanczos' method for finding eigenvalues using

the code of Ashby, Manteuffel and Saylor [3].
The first two experiments were designed to test aspects of the condition

number bound given in Theorem 6.6. The domain Q was taken to be the

unit cube with Dirichlet data imposed on the faces with normals parallel to the

first coordinate axis. The functions /, go , gN were chosen such that

p(x, y, z) = (cosh(7t(l -y)) - tanh(7t)sinh(7t(l -y)))cos(nx).
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Table 1. Test Problem I, Laplace's equation

num. of
domains

decompo-
sition

BDD
cond. iter.

CG
cond.   inter

1/8
1/8
1/8
1/16
1/16
1/16
1/32
1/32
1/64

64
512

8
64

512
8

64
64

2x2x2
4x4x4
8x8x8
2x2x2
4x4x4

8x8x8
2x2x2
4x4x4
4x4x4

1.85
1.48
1.00
2.54
2.17
1.49
3.40
3.09
4.21

7
7
1
9
9
7

11
11
14

3.15
7.63

18.65
6.05

14.93
30.65
11.99
29.81
73.20

10
16
18
15

23
34
20
31
49

Table 2. Test Problem II, discontinuous coefficient

num. of

domains
decompo-

sition

BDD
cond. iter.

CG
cond. inter.

1/8
1/16
1/32
1/64

64
64
64
64

4x4x4
4x4x4
4x4x4
4x4x4

1.46
2.15
2.99
4.09

10
12

27.44
54.48

122.10
267.86

19
28
41
59

Table 1 and Table 2 compare the performance of the nonpreconditioned and

balanced preconditioned conjugate gradient method on the Schur complement

system (i.e., the interface problem) in terms of condition number. Test Problem

I is Laplace's equation with a(x, y, z) = 1. Test Problem II has a coefficient

that is piecewise constant on each subdomain and varies in magnitude from

10~48 to 1064. In particular

a(x,y, z)
10-'-'*   if i + j + k is odd,

10'^      if i + j + k is even,

where i = [1 + 4xJ , j = [1 + 4y\ , k — \1 + 4z\ , and  L*J  is the greatest
integer not greater than x.

As illustrated in Figure 3 (next page), the use of the BDD preconditioner
greatly reduces the condition number of the interface system. By analyzing

the data in Table 1, we see that the interface system without preconditioning

experiences a growth in the condition number like 1/« as predicted by the

theory in [16]. The condition number of the unpreconditioned system also

grows with the number of subdomains, but not as strongly as 1/H2 as predicted

in [33]. Figure 4 (next page) shows that the condition number of the balanced

preconditioned system grows like ( 1 + log j)2. By comparing the results of the

two tests, we observe that the convergence rate is independent of the jumps in

the coefficients as the theory predicted.
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35

26.5

3
7
c
O
"■3
c
o
U

9.5 h

Summary of Numerical Experiments
—i-

BDD: Laplace Equation

BDD: Discontinuous Coeff.

Schur: Laplace Equation

Schur: Discontinuous Coeff.

7.5 15 22.5

(1 + Log (H/h))2

30

Figure 3. Scatter plot of results from Test Problems I and II

Summary of Numerical Experiments

E
a

■o
c
o
u

BDD: Laplace Equation

BDD: Discontinuous Coeff.

7.5

(1 +Log (H/h))2

22.5 30

Figure 4. Scatter plot of results from Test Problems I and II:

BDD results only
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Log Permeability at Z = 0.09

X-AXIS

Figure 5. Coefficient of Test Problem III

To evaluate the parallel performance of the BDD algorithm, we consider

a model "industrial-type" problem arising from the pressure equation in one

time step of a miscible flow simulation with mobility ratio of 100, see [29].

In this test problem, the domain was Si = (0, 1) x (0, 1) x (0, 1/8) and was

discretized with a grid with 128 x 64 x 8 elements. The aspect ratio is typical

of porous media flow problems. The coefficient a(x, y, z), a cross section of

which is depicted in Figure 5, varies over five orders of magnitude in the entire

domain. The number of unknowns in this problem is chosen to be relatively

small to allow the problem to fit on a small number of processors. The run

times are tabulated in Table 3 and depicted in Figure 6 (next page). Motivated

by the work in [ 16], we used a generalization to the prescription of weighting

functions in Lemma 5.2, choosing functions D, so that for x e Si, n Sij

D,(x) _ limv^,vgnia(v)

Dj(x)     limv^x,veiiy a(y)'

We note that the unpreconditioned interface problem did not converge in 200

iterations for any of the decompositions listed in Table 3 and had an estimated

condition number in excess of 105.
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Table 3. Test Problem III, miscible flow problem

Number of

Processors

16
16
16

32
32
32
32

64
64
64

128
128

256
256

Decompo-

sition

8x2x1
4x4x1
4x2x2

8x4x1
4x8x1
4x4x2
2x2x8

8x8x1
8x4x2
4x2x8

16x8x1
8x8x2

16x16x1
16x8x2

Run Time

(sees)

69.17
59.19
84.10

33.13
16.10
22.80
88.08

7.90
14.34
53.50

4.56
4.32

3.98
4.60

Iter.

25
15
37

22
19
34

157

17
46

188

17
26

17

22

Cond.
Est.

29.52
13.43
76.89

18.86
14.06
57.07

1532.49

9.26
80.87

1749.38

9.47
32.30

12.45
13.98

100

E
H
e
3
X

Summary of Numerical Experiments

-■   Delia Run Time

—    Oplimal Slope

32 64 128

Number of Processors

256 512

Figure 6. Scaling of the BDD algorithm
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Before addressing the performance of the parallel implementation, it is

important to note that domain decomposition algorithms change with the

decomposition chosen for the subdomains. For instance from the condition

number estimates in Table 3, we see that the decompositions that give rise to

subdomains with better aspect ratios perform better. As more processors are

added, the dimension of coarse space An(J) in (5.21) grows, as does the

work required to solve the balancing problem (5.23). We see in Figure 6 the

characteristic performance curve for domain decomposition algorithms. There

is a region on a moderate number of processors where a faster than expected
decrease in run time is observed, owing to the subdomain problems becoming

easier to solve. Eventually, the subdomain problems become so small and the

coarse problem becomes so large that the time for the coarse grid solve and

message passing overhead dominate the run time. For our small test problem,

we observe superlinear speed-up between 16 and 32 processors, near perfect

linear speed-up between 32 and 64 processors, and degenerating speed-up for a

larger number of processors.
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